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The NEVOD-EAS array for the detection of extensive air showers in the energy range 1015−1017 eV is being created in MEPhI on the basis of the Experimental complex NEVOD. It will be operated in conjunction with the
detectors NEVOD and DECOR, as well as with setups URAN and TREK which are now being constructed. The array will allow independent estimations of the size, axis position and arrival direction of EAS registered by
aforementioned installations. The NEVOD-EAS registering system is organized in a cluster principle, and data analysis is performed using a newly developed cluster approach. The features of the cluster approach to the
NEVOD-EAS data analysis, as well as the results of application of this approach to the reconstruction of EAS parameters are discussed.

Central part of the NEVOD-EAS shower array
In 2014, the creation of the NEVOD-EAS scintillation shower array was started. Since
the setup is being created at the densely built territory of the MEPhI campus and
detecting elements cannot be deployed in the same plane like in usual shower arrays,
its registering system is organized in a cluster principle, and a newly developed cluster
approach is used not only for data collection but also for experimental data analysis.

Structure of the NEVOD-EAS registering system

Layout of the NEVOD-EAS central part

Each cluster of the shower array is an independent system including 16 scintillation
counters of EAS electron-photon component combined in 4 detector stations. Typical
cluster dimensions are 15×15 m2. Characteristic distance between the cluster centers
is about 50 m. Cluster electronics digitizes analog signals, selects local events
according to intra-cluster triggering conditions, time-stamps local events. Information
on local events is transferred to the central DAQ post of the array. According to the
timestamps, local events and their characteristics (numbers of registered particles and
EAS arrival direction estimates) from different clusters are then combined into EAS
events in the array.
In 2015-2016, the central part of the NEVOD-EAS array was created and started. It
includes 4 clusters. Clusters No. 1, 2 and 3 are located on the roofs of MEPhI
buildings and the 4th one is on the ground surface. Total area of the NEVOD-EAS
central part is about 104 m2.

Characteristics of the NEVOD-EAS cluster response
Spectrum of the response charge of
detector station and its counters

Ratio between the response charges of detector
station and its additional PMT

Most probable response of the detector
station and its counters to 1 particle VEM

Response of the additional PMT to
1 particle VEM

Reconstruction of EAS arrival direction
Spectrum of the response charge of detector
station and its counters

Spectrum of the response charge of detector
station and its counters

Distributions of triggering time differences between pairs of the cluster detector stations

Triggering time delays of all detector stations
of the cluster

The accuracy of the triggering time
determination is about 3.7 ns

Detection of extensive air showers
Example of reconstruction of the responses of the NEVOD-EAS array central part and
NEVOD-DECOR complex to the extensive air shower
Number of particles registered by each detector station is determined as the ratio between the DS
response charge and its response charge to 1 particle (VEM, ~ 13 pC). At high particle densities
(> 100 particles/m2) the data of the DS additional PMTs are taken into account. For each cluster
the arrival direction is calculated in the assumption of flat EAS front.
Reconstruction of the NEVOD-EAS array central part response to the extensive air shower

Counting rate variations
The first experimental run
lasted 47 days (17/06/16-03/
08/16). Triggering condition 4-fold coincidence of DS
during the 120-ns time gate.
Registration threshold - 0.5-1.0
particles (VEM).

Counting rates of the central part clusters and the atmospheric
pressure during the series 17/06/2016-03/08/2016

Clusters No. 1, 2 and 3 have
almost the same counting
rates while the counting rate of
the 4th cluster is a little bit
lower. This is due to its
location close to one of the
laboratory buildings which acts
as a shield for EAS electronphoton component.
The clear anti-correlation of the cluster counting rates and the atmospheric pressure can be observed.
Barometric coefficient is about -0.8 %/mmHg.

Response of the DECOR supermodules Reconstruction of the NEVOD-DECOR complex
to the extensive air shower
response to the extensive air shower
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In 2015-2016, 4 clusters of the NEVOD-EAS central part which are located at the area of about
104 m2 were created and launched into operation. First tests and experimental runs have shown
that characteristics of 4 clusters of the NEVOD-EAS central part are quite similar and proved the
possibility of using of cluster approach to the reconstruction of EAS parameters.
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